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ABSTRACT

In the last decade, an awareness towards temporary rivers has increased globally in response to drying climates and growing human demand for water. However, social perceptions of temporary rivers have rarely been incorporated in their science and management. In this study, we advance an understanding of the socio-cultural values of temporary rivers principally in a European context. We used an ecosystem services-based approach for a participatory and deliberative exercise with 16 researchers and managers. Our results point out to two important aspects of socio-cultural values in temporary rivers. First, cultural ecosystem services have high socio-cultural values and usually represent the interests of the less influential stakeholders in related conflicts. And second, the temporal and geographical variability of these types of rivers is key to understand their socio-cultural values. As an example, the low provision of freshwater in a long non-flowing phase is one of the reasons for its high value. The results above point to future research needs that deserve more attention like the study of tradeoffs and synergies of ecosystem services and interdisciplinary research and management. We finally acknowledge the need to conduct case study research to account for geographical variation and to include the multiple views of different stakeholder groups.

1. Introduction

Temporary rivers represent between 34% and 69% of the world’s inland waters below 60° latitude, and are gaining widespread attention (Acuña et al. 2014). Temporary rivers, also referred to as intermittent rivers, are defined as watercourses that cease to maintain surface flow at some points in space and time along their course (Acuña et al. 2014). They are shaped by alternating wet and dry periods (i.e. flowing and non-flowing phases) over annual and inter-annual cycles, so temporary rivers are one of the most dynamic freshwater ecosystems hydrologically (Arthington et al. 2014). Research on these ecosystems has been more abundant in arid, semi-arid and Mediterranean-climate regions of the world, where sizable rivers may be temporary (Thorp and Covich 2015). However, research interests have extended into more humid and cold regions, where rivers can be interrupted not only in hot dry summers but by periods of freezing too (Leigh et al. 2016). The alternation of flowing and non-flowing phases can promote higher biodiversity, than their permanently flowing counter-parts, and supports a range of ecosystem processes providing valuable ecosystem services that are key for maintaining the health and well-being of local communities (Acuña et al. 2014; Koudouri et al. 2017; Datry et al. 2018; Stubbington et al. 2020).

In the last decade, the awareness towards ecosystems associated with temporary rivers has become more prevalent in response to increasing aridity and growing human demand for water (Datry et al. 2018; Leigh et al. 2019). Unfortunately, they have been largely ignored by scientists working in aquatic or terrestrial ecology, probably because they are perceived to be outside the domain of both respective disciplines (Steward et al. 2012; Leigh et al. 2016). Recently, various research networks have emerged to increase the visibility and importance...
of these ecosystems, such as the 1000 intermittent rivers project or the Science and Management of Intermittent Rivers and Ephemeral Streams COST Action (2018). These science-led projects aim to gather data and conduct joint experiments, to consolidate and expand the current understanding of temporary rivers, and to develop evidence-based sustainable management of such rivers (Jorda-Capdevila et al. 2020). However, temporary river ecosystems continue being degraded at alarming rates due to anthropogenic pressures such as hydro-morphological alteration, disposal of wastewater and other disturbances, which are likely to increase under climate change (Acuña et al. 2017). Among other causes, the lack of recognition, understanding, and proper management of temporary rivers leads to serious degradation of these ecosystems accompanied by negative impacts to the societies that depend upon them (Acuña et al. 2014). In addition, terrestrial attributes related to the non-permanency of flow have promoted the underestimation of their ecological and socio-cultural values, being regarded as secondary ecosystems relative to permanent watercourses (Acuña et al. 2017).

The management of temporary rivers presents many new challenges, not least how to reconcile ecological and societal goals, given their value and desirable ecological services to society (Arthington et al. 2014). Although temporary rivers are often linked with negative connotations, dry riverbeds are an integral part of some river landscapes and are associated with a range of important societal and ecological values (Steward et al. 2012). It is often argued that local people show less awareness and appreciation towards these ecosystems compared to permanent rivers, which flow all year round (Armstrong et al. 2012; Leigh et al. 2019, Rodríguez-Lozano et al. 2020). For instance, Armstrong et al. (2012) found in a study in the US that flow permanence positively influences the attitudes of landowners towards the rivers on their properties, and their concern over water quality. However, Gibbs (2010) argues that diverse values are influenced by diverse backgrounds and livelihoods. Nevertheless, the generalized low awareness towards values of temporary rivers has not encouraged scientists to incorporate social science perspectives in their research (Steward et al. 2012).

Over the past decades, the ecosystem service approach (i.e. nature’s contributions to human well-being) has gained importance as a way to communicate societal dependence on ecological life support systems integrating both the natural and social science perspectives (Bastian et al. 2012). One of the cornerstones of the ecosystem service-based approaches is the consideration of socio-cultural values as a key part of sustainable management of ecosystems. Recent academic literature has acknowledged that gaining clarity about socio-cultural values is essential for decision-makers to better manage conflicts over natural resources, to assess the social-ecological impacts of policy, and to develop effective sustainable management strategies (Kenter et al. 2015). A better understanding of the socio-cultural values of temporary rivers is further important because rivers’ stakeholders (e.g. indigenous peoples and local communities, other local users, managers, scientists) tend to have contrasting perceptions of the different ecosystem services provided by them (Brummer et al. 2017). This can potentially create conflicts and hinder the conservation and management of temporary rivers.

The socio-cultural valuation of ecosystem services covers an umbrella of approaches that aim to analyze human preferences towards ecosystem services in non-monetary units. Under this umbrella, different methodologies uncover individual and collective values and perceptions of ecosystem services (Castro et al. 2013; Iniesta-Arndia et al. 2014). This type of valuation is increasingly important given that acknowledges the interactions of people and ecosystems beyond extractive or utilitarian uses (e.g. feelings of place attachment, aesthetic experiences or other experiences categorized under the cultural ecosystem services label) (Hanacek and Rodríguez-Labajos 2018). Socio-cultural values associated with temporary rivers have barely been studied (but see Gibbs 2010; Leigh et al. 2019), and socio-cultural approaches have not been employed either.

The overall aim of this study is to advance the agenda of social perceptions of temporary rivers by using an ecosystem services-based approach in order to inform their science and management. To achieve this, we used a deliberative and participatory approach and, through the knowledge of researchers and managers, we: (1) explore the research needs regarding social perceptions of temporary rivers, (2) scrutinize the socio-cultural values of ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers using a non-monetary approach, and (3) analyze how inter-stakeholders conflicts emerge from different socio-cultural values of ecosystem services in two different case studies. We finally discuss how temporary rivers research and management would benefit from the incorporation of social perceptions and conclude with some insights for further research and management.
2. Methods: a workshop for exploring socio-cultural values of temporary rivers

In 2019, sixteen participants from different backgrounds and disciplines met for a two-day workshop within the context of the SMIRES COST Action (Jorda-Capdevila et al. 2020). The goal of the workshop was to discuss the state of research on social perceptions of temporary rivers and advance it through the identification of current needs and the performance of a socio-cultural valuation and conflict analysis. Participants were selected from the WG2 work package of the SMIRES COST Action, which worked on ‘flow alterations, ecosystem services and management of IRES’, so researchers and managers were already aware of the ecosystem services concept when the workshop took place. Among 79 WG2 members, we selected the participants according to four criteria, i.e. country, working area, experience and gender, besides their interest and suitability to participate. We selected a group of participants from different climate zones, ranging from the Mediterranean to the Northern Europe representing thirteen different countries. Different perceptions are likely to exist among geographical areas – more likely positive in Mediterranean and arid climate zones where temporary rivers abound, and possibly more negative where they are less common, such as in oceanic-temperate climate areas – according to Köppen classification of climates (Steward et al. 2012; Stubbington et al. 2018a). Participants represented four different backgrounds: river managers, natural scientists, social scientists, and interdisciplinary scientists. Their expertise as well as some previous interest and experience in applying social sciences were also selection criteria. In addition, other criteria such as gender and experience as junior or senior researchers were taken into account (Table 1).

We organized the workshop based on three parts that included different participation dynamics (see Figure 1 and the workshop agenda in Appendix A). In the first part, participants gave a set of place-based research presentations to get a deeper understanding of the state of the art of the research about the social perceptions of temporary rivers. Presentations covered studies with a biophysical perspective (De Girolamo et al. 2015, 2017; Kaletová et al. 2019), socio-economic assessments of rivers (Logar et al. 2019), novel methodologies to assess ecosystem service provision (Keele et al. 2019), conceptual approaches to social perceptions, and a few studies on social perception towards temporary rivers (Cottet et al. 2019). Then, we collectively discussed the research gaps about social perceptions and temporary rivers, and grouped them into different categories, reaching a consensus.

In the second part of the workshop, individual participants filled out a socio-cultural valuations exercise of ecosystem services in temporary rivers (see Figure 1 and Appendix B). Participants had to focus on a geographical area which they were familiar with, and then indicate the level of importance for well-being as perceived by the local public of the corresponding area. We use the level of importance of the ecosystem services provided as an indicator for socio-cultural values. We used a Likert scale ranging from 1 (not important at all) to 5 (very important) of 18 ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers, considering both flowing and non-flowing phases. The ecosystem services evaluated were previously selected from Stubbington et al. (2018b) and categorized as provisioning (i.e. freshwater, food from agriculture, food from livestock, fuelwood, health products), regulating (i.e. climate regulation, erosion control, fire regulation, flood-drought regulation, water-flow regulation, pollination, water quality regulation, nutrient cycling) and cultural ecosystem services (i.e. aesthetics values, education, recreation, sense of place, spiritual values). Later, we divided participants into three groups to discuss the results of the survey and reach a consensus about the perceived levels of importance of the ecosystem services listed. We then compared the results from the three groups to see the degree of agreement and/or differences in perceptions among them.

In the last part of the workshop, we used socio-cultural values to analyze inter-stakeholder conflicts that emerged from different perceptions towards ecosystem services in temporary rivers (Figure 1). Various participants, based on their expert knowledge, presented well-known conflicts and the group collectively selected two of them for an in-depth exploration. The participants, in two groups – one per case study and with the company of the expert on the correspondent conflict –, identified and defined the involved key stakeholders, and associated those ecosystem services that might be of interest to them. The participants then positioned each stakeholder group into a two-axes plot according to their influence on the management of the river and the breadth of interests, understood as the range of ecosystem services that are important for their well-being (Jorda-Capdevila 2016). Finally, the participants discussed key actions to overcome their respective social conflict.

Table 1. Main attributes of the workshop participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
<td>1 Cyprus, 1 France, 1 Germany, 1 Greece, 1 Italy, 1 Lithuania, 1 Malta, 1 Poland, 3 Portugal, 1 Serbia, 2 Spain, 1 Switzerland and 1 United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working area</strong></td>
<td>3 river managers, 6 natural scientists, 2 social scientists and 5 interdisciplinary scientists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
<td>7 juniors (under 8 years of experience after the PhD graduation) and 9 seniors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>9 women and 7 men</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

3.1. Research needs regarding the social perception of temporary rivers

From the presentations and the subsequent discussion, multiple research needs emerged regarding the social perceptions of temporary rivers, which were grouped in six 'big' topics (Figure 2). The first topic was the valuation of ecosystem services. There, participants highlighted the need to undertake on-the-ground research on the economic and socio-cultural values of temporary rivers due to the scarcity of studies specifically targeting temporary rivers. Additionally, they pinpointed the need to conduct research in different geographical locations and explore the differences in the provision of ecosystem services.

Secondly, another research need related to the former was the trade-offs and synergies among different ecosystem services, which represent potential inter-stakeholder conflicts and alliances. Most participants mentioned the lack or the implementation of environmental flows in temporary rivers as an important and frequent cause of conflict.

Thirdly, the topic of public participation was also considered to be important for further research. Participants expressed the need to assess the level of public participation in the decision-making processes related to temporary rivers. There was also a research need related to the political value of temporary rivers, meaning the place that temporary rivers occupy in political agendas and the priorities people and politicians have for temporary rivers.

Fourth, environmental education emerged as an important topic and referred mostly to environmental communication and the need to explore the use of a variety of communication tools, such as art.

The fifth topic was the improvement of ecological-hydrological research and the development of specific methods for adapting environmental flow methodologies to temporary rivers.

Finally, the sixth big topic was an overall need to promote and implement interdisciplinary research and management, and the study of the resilience of temporary rivers to natural and human disturbances.

Lastly, there were three research needs that were considered 'bridges' among the big topics specified above. First, participants found relevant the study of cultural ecosystem services for valuation and as a key tool to explore trade-offs and synergies. Cultural ecosystem services could also be key to environmental education and public participation. Second, the
improvement of the European Water Framework Directive could be strengthened by ecological-hydrological research on environmental flows, but also by the study of trade-offs and synergies, public participation and valuation. Finally, the exploration of common and different perceptions of temporary rivers among researchers and the lay public would nourish valuation exercises, studies on trade-offs and synergies, participation, and interdisciplinary management.

3.2. Socio-cultural valuation of temporary rivers ecosystem services

In this part of the workshop, we explored socio-cultural values, understood as to be the importance of ecosystem services for human well-being. We also identified the level of agreement among participant groups as an indicator for similarities or differences among geographical areas or stakeholder types. Our results showed different levels of importance varying across ecosystem services, but also different patterns of agreement. Figure 3 shows the results after merging the results from the discussion of three different groups from the workshop. The cells marked in color denote levels of importance of ecosystem service and hydrological phase for at least one discussion group: blue for the flowing phase and green for the non-flowing phase. The intensity of the color indicates the level of agreement among the groups. Thus, the light colors indicate divergences that may be due to among geographical contexts and/or stakeholder types while dark colors indicate certain convergence.

Overall, perceived importance was higher for regulating and cultural services and no provisioning service ever reached very high levels of importance. By comparing flowing and non-flowing phases, we observed that cultural ecosystem services were usually highly valued in the flowing phase rather than in the non-flowing phase. For the non-flowing phase, some regulating ecosystem services (e.g. fire regulation, pollination and nutrient cycling) and some provisioning services (e.g. food from livestock, freshwater and fuelwood) reached higher levels of importance. It is relevant to note that the importance of some ecosystem services like freshwater was higher in the non-flowing phase, what may indicate that its lower availability makes it perceive as more important.

Considering the agreement over the values of ecosystem services, most services ranged at least across three levels of importance, showing a diversity of values. This variation on the agreement likely indicates different knowledge bases or perceptions towards the same ecosystem services. For instance, in climate regulation, some people thought that the flowing phase acts as a carbon sink, but others that emits carbon or behaves as neutral. Regarding those ecosystem services whose perceived values got more agreement, we found
food from fish, fire regulation, and water quality regulation in the non-flowing phase; pollination in the flowing phase; and health products and recreation in both phases. This level of agreement indicates that those services are overall important or not across most geographical zones or among different stakeholder groups. For instance, the agreement about the high importance of recreation in the flowing phase may indicate that overall local public consider recreational activities as important and this is homogeneous across different geographical areas.

3.3. Inter-stakeholder conflicts associated with socio-cultural values of ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers

We explored the potential conflicts emerging from different socio-cultural values of ecosystem services and levels of the influence on the management of the river in two case studies. To do so, participants proposed six conflicts they were familiar with, including an entanglement of tensions for the water use among irrigators, hydropower producers and advocates for
environmental flows; anti-dam struggles; social problems due to the effects of cattle farming in water quality and riparian vegetation; and competition between surface and groundwater users. Participants voted and selected two conflicts to work with. The first one explains the capture of the river flows by dam users in the Gaía River in Catalonia, Spain (see Box 1); the second confronts cattle farming and the water quality of the Degeber River in the Guadiana River basin, in Alentejo, Portugal (see Box 2).

Comparison of the Box 1 and 2 case studies show some similarities between both conflicts. Local communities and government organization tend to have a more comprehensive perception in terms of ecosystem services, but their level of influence is low. Usually, business people are the most influential, like the oil company or the cattle farmers, but their level of breadth of interest may vary a lot. A common interest of those business people is the provisioning and regulating services. However, users interested in cultural ecosystem services are placed in medium-low levels of influence. Another common point between both case studies is that the tourist sector is the one with the narrowest interest and lowest influence.

Box 1. The kidnapping of the streamflow of the Gaía River (Catalonia, Spain).

The Gaía River used to have an intermittent flow regime – running during most of the time and dry in a number of days or weeks in summer – and is now ephemeral. This was before 1975, when the oil company Repsol Petróleo SA built a dam that completely captured the river flow – water and sediments –, leaving a low flow of water to cover irrigation purposes. The main goal of the dam was to store water for cooling the oil refinement processes. Consequently, beyond the deterioration of the river ecosystem, wells for drinking water became desiccated and the sediment contribution to coastal beaches interrupted by sediment trapping behind the dam.

In the 1990s, diverse organizations appeared and campaigned for an environmental flow and for the protection of the ecosystems associated with the Gaía River downstream of the dam (see Figure 4). In 1999, they created the platform ‘Salvem el Gaia’ and started to negotiate with the

Figure 4. Demonstration advocating for the environmental flows in the Gaía River in 2000. Source: Jordi Suné, Coordinadora Salvem el Gaia.

Catalan Water Agency (ACA, for they acronym in Catalan) and Repsol. After many actions from activists, scientific studies and conferences, and a participatory process, the ACA and Repsol signed an agreement to discharge a new higher minimum flow (see more at ACA 2018). Two key reasons why Repsol acceded to such proposal were: firstly, the fact that the dam was constructed on a permeable geology, so 60% water infiltrates and becomes lost once the water level reaches a certain level and secondly, the oil industry got a new and much larger water source, so the water from the Gaía remained for emergency purposes only. Nowadays, Repsol discharges the minimum flow only when the reservoir exceeds a certain level, so depending on the environmental conditions, the Gaía River can experience both flowing water and no flow.

According to the results from our workshop (see Figure 5), some of the stakeholders involved in this conflict have a narrow interest in the river in terms of ecosystem services. Thus, Repsol is only interested in water supply and fire regulation to protect their industry, coastal fishing communities in sediment regulation and fish production, and the tourism sector in aesthetics and recreation mainly, but also on education and flood regulation. In contrast, the inhabitants of the riverine villages, and specially the environmentalist groups and the ACA have a more comprehensive interest in the river. Their interest includes all the ecosystem services mentioned before and, in addition, food from farming and sense of place, particularly important for the local population.

Figure 5. Influence-Breath of interest diagram of the conflict about the environmental flows in the Gaía River.

The Degebe River is a Mediterranean stream located in the Alentejo region of Portugal. It has high intra and inter-annual variation of precipitation and discharge, severe and unpredictable floods between autumn and spring, and persistent summer droughts. During the dry season, when the flow ceases, large sections of the streambed dry out or become reduced to isolated pools of variable size that remain as the only refuge for aquatic organisms until the reestablishment of the fluvial connectivity via the onset of river flow. Although this region is not highly populated, the rural landscape has been transformed by the agro-systems practices. Pastureland is now the largest land cover in terms of area. Pastures are mainly used as grazing area for livestock production (beef cattle), which has increased 42% in the last decade (INE 2011). The management of livestock is based on the rotational grazing of cattle. During the summer, when pastures become dry, livestock are often found in paddocks with free access to the streams, which are used as refuges from the heat and as drinking-water sources. In order to promote the cattle access to the stream water, livestock producers destroy the riparian gallery (particularly arboreal vegetation) and dig stream pools to promote groundwater into the stream that guarantees water provision along the summer (see Figures 6 and 7). These practices increase in-stream trampling and erosion due to overgrazed stream banks, decreasing bank stability. Moreover, the streams are also contaminated by nutrient-rich water runoff from adjacent land during and immediately after irrigation and precipitation, and by direct excretion of fecal material into the water (Matono et al. 2013).

All these pressures ultimately lead to water quality degradation and habitat disturbance and compromise the stream ecosystems services for users other than the landowners. In its functional and structural integrity, the Degebe River can provide a large number of ecosystems services, including cultural and recreational ones, for the local people, fisherfolk and tourists. In recent years, the Degebe River reaches impacted by livestock production look like a channel with muddy puddles rather than actually a river, which conditions the public perception on the ecosystem value, beyond the biophysical value itself.

Participants from the workshop discussions identified the Portuguese Government and cattle farmers as the most influential stakeholders (see Figure 8). This is because the Portuguese Civil code states that if a non-navigable river crosses a property, their bed and margins become private. This has led to different interests about the ecosystem services provided by the river. In this case, they are also the ones with a broader interest, since they are interested in all regulating services, together with the local public and the wildlife – as a non-human stakeholder. Those owners that do not own cattle and water users that benefit from the freshwater and services related to the quality maintenance do not have the influence to prevent pollution. Finally, fishing communities and tourists are the stakeholder groups with less influence and breadth of interests, using only the stream for recreational and related purposes, and their wish is often neglected.

Figure 6. The landscape of the Degebe River. Source: Maria Ilhéu.

Figure 7. Impact on the water quality on the Degebe River. Source: Maria Ilhéu.

Figure 8. Influence-Breath of interest diagram of the conflict about the beef cattle use of the channel in the Degebe River.
4. Discussion

In the present paper, we have aimed to expand the knowledge about socio-cultural values of ecosystem services in temporary rivers. Although a few works on the ecosystem services of temporary rivers have recently emerged (Koundouri et al. 2017; Datry et al. 2018; Stubbington et al. 2018b, 2020; Jorda-Capdevila et al. 2020), our results pointed to different research gaps where socio-cultural valuation and socio-cultural values themselves can contribute to. They are the study of trade-offs and synergies, public participation, environmental education, and economic valuation of ecosystem services (Figure 2). Specifically, research about cultural ecosystem services was found to be central in the discussion on the research gaps identified in the workshop. In the socio-cultural valuation exercise, we demonstrated the importance of cultural ecosystem services in relation to the provisioning and regulating. We also explored how the socio-cultural values of temporary rivers change between flowing and non-flowing phases, although temporal variability of service provision goes beyond these two phases. Finally, the conflict analysis helped us to see the variety of social perceptions by positioning different stakeholder groups according to their level of influence and interest in the variety of services provided by temporary rivers. The following sections explore further the role of cultural ecosystem services on the socio-cultural value of temporary rivers and the temporal variability on the social perception of those values. The discussion ends by exploring the limitations of the current approach.

4.1. The contribution of cultural ecosystem services to the socio-cultural value of temporary rivers

Cultural ecosystem services are defined as nature’s contribution to non-material benefits derived through human–ecosystem interactions (Chan et al. 2016) such as recreation, educational values, inspiration, aesthetic values, social relations (e.g. fishing societies), sense of place, cultural heritage (Russell et al. 2013). Despite the multiple ways that cultural ecosystem services contribute to the different dimensions of human well-being, the existing literature has mostly focused on analysing the contribution of recreational activities to economic welfare (Martínez Pastur et al. 2016). Moreover, the bulk of researchers working on temporary rivers come from natural sciences (see for instance the list of contributors in Jorda-Capdevila et al. 2020), which hampers the study of cultural services. Therefore, there seems to be a need for more research on other, less tangible, aspects of cultural ecosystem services and the elicitation of their socio-cultural values (Russell et al. 2013; Chan et al. 2016). Accordingly, the participants of the workshop we organized identified cultural ecosystem services as one of the research areas that acts as a bridge in current research needs in the field of social perceptions of temporary rivers (see Figure 2).

Our results also show that cultural services are perceived as the most important ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers in the flowing phase, specifically the opportunities for various recreational activities (1st level of importance of 18 ecosystem services), the aesthetics (3rd), education (5th), and sense of place (7th). However, this level of importance drops to positions 4th, 10th, 11th and 14th, respectively, in the non-flowing phase. This is to be expected partially. On the one hand, this divergence between phase goes in line with the generalized perception that temporary rivers provide less ecosystem services than perennial rivers due to their non-flowing phase (Koundouri et al. 2017). On the other hand, cultural ecosystem services are the most dependent on the socio-cultural context and many cultural ecosystem services are associated to dry riverbeds as well (Steward et al. 2012).

The divergent perception towards cultural ecosystem services, represented as different results between phases but also as a lack of agreement in our results, is also a possible source of conflict and requires the exploration of the multiple stakeholder views. Hanacek et al. (2021) analyses the level of influence of actors involved in environmental conflicts over agroecosystems and found that this is intertwined with cultural ecosystem services. In fact, our results from the conflict analysis exercise show that those actors that benefit from cultural services are not the ones with a high level of influence in decision-making. In the two case studies analyzed, there seem to be trade-offs that include provisioning and regulating ecosystem services against cultural ones. This makes cultural ecosystem services of temporary rivers more vulnerable since the actors who are most interested in their conservation do not have enough influence to protect them from potential overuse or degradation. A more participatory management of temporary rivers could be one strategy to tackle this problem.

4.2. Temporal and geographical variability on the perception of socio-cultural values

Socio-cultural values are diverse, changing, and complex (Gibbs 2010). Efforts to acknowledge and incorporate the diversity of nature’s values are being undertaken globally. However, values are usually represented as static rather than changing, and simple (discrete and readily categorized) rather than
complex and interconnected (Gibbs 2010). The question of variability in values seems particularly important in the case of temporary rivers for two reasons: (1) most of the values of ecosystem services vary seasonally and change between phases (Figure 3) and, (2) the construction of the values in each phase might be dependent on each other. The variation among seasons and phases become highly visible in our results about, for instance, food from livestock, since a dry riverbed is valued as corridors for the animals, especially in arid landscapes (Steward et al. 2012), while a flowing river is not. The synergy between flowing and non-flowing phases in the provision of ecosystem services is also demonstrated. For example, it is known that regulating services are closely dependent on organisms whose life cycle requires both dry and wet phases, such as the dependence of water quality regulation and nutrient cycling on desiccation-tolerant microbes (Febria et al. 2012; Stubbington et al. 2020).

Societal perception is something, however, that has not been studied in depth to date (but see Gibbs 2010). A service might be considered very important during the flowing phase because of the lack of provision in the dry phase or the opposite. Thus, the ecosystem service values are dynamic over time and space and require the combination of both phases. For example, in Australia, where there is a high diversity of temporary flow regimes (Kennard et al. 2010), Gibbs (2010) found that different social actors – Aboriginal people, scientists, and other people living in the area – valued the variability of the river in particular places and times. But the low service provision in one phase may also boost its level of importance, hence freshwater becoming more important in the non-flowing phase.

This points out to several avenues for research, given that the duration, timing and frequency of each phase could be relevant for the perception of the ecosystem services provided. Therefore, overall perception of ecosystem services might also differ among flow regimes. For instance, ephemeral rivers spend most of the time in a dry phase and only flow after significant precipitation events, while intermittent rivers combine dry and flowing phases with similar durations. In addition, there are quasi-permanent rivers, for example, in the Baltic countries, where freezing is more common but drying occurs occasionally. This hydrological variability of temporary rivers also shows us the need of researching about the importance of the extraordinary compared to the everyday state.

Within Europe, the diversity of the occurrence, river regimes and nature of dry periods of temporary rivers are also expected to influence the diverse attitude of residents and decision makers (Stubbington et al. 2018a). We expect values in the Mediterranean countries, where they occur relatively often (Skoulkidis et al. 2017), to differ from those in Central or Northern Europe, more humid areas, with a relatively much longer flowing period. Temporary rivers in arid zones represent an important element of both landscape and culture. This clearly increases the awareness of their water regime and the possibility of benefitting from services during both flowing and dry periods. However, intermittency does not only depend on meteorological factors, but also on physical-geographical factors. That is the case of temporary rivers in Lithuania and the ‘winterbournes’ in the UK, where the geology (e.g. chalk or other porous rocks) and soil composition (e.g. gley sol) make smaller rivers dry out in summer.

Consistent with the temporal and geographical variability of temporary rivers and the associated socio-cultural values, in the workshop we found the research needs of elaborating environmental flow methods that preserve them. In this context, Acuña et al. (2020) actually propose methodological advances for the environmental flow assessments, which include the calculation of duration, timing and frequency of both dry and wet phases. In this sense, efforts for managing environmental flows should not only preserve healthy, resilient and biodiverse ecosystems, but also protect and restore the socially valued benefits they provide for people of all cultures. This should include their economies, sustainable livelihoods, and well-being (Arthington et al. 2018); and spatial and temporal flow variability plays a role in the complexity of ecosystem services provision (Jorda-Capdevila and Rodríguez-Labajos 2017), particularly in temporary rivers. In fact, our results from the social conflicts show that those actors that advocate for an environmental flow as a variable flow regime (following Poff et al. 1997) – water administration and activists – are actors with a broad interest in service provision.

### 4.3. Limitations of the current approach for studying socio-cultural values of temporary rivers

In this paper, we respond to the specific request from the temporary river community of the need to start to value the ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers. We also explore those challenges and opportunities that may come along with the valuation process. As Tadaki et al. (2017) suggest, there is a wide array of approaches for documenting and analyzing socio-ecological values now; and those approaches bring their own concepts, assumptions, and limitations. Thus, the socio-cultural valuation of nature acts as a particular ‘technology of participation’. Here, we acknowledge that the approach presented in this paper, while participatory and deliberative, excludes the views of other stakeholders and is biased towards the knowledge of researchers and managers. In fact, we
are aware we are losing details of the assessed values. In this sense, future studies should cover social perceptions of local population (covering different stakeholder groups) related to temporary rivers. An additional limitation is the different geographical nature of temporary rivers in which participants are expert. The different ecosystem services values actually depend on their local experience. We build on the lack of knowledge about socio-cultural values toward temporary rivers in order to recommend place-based studies that cover and compare socio-cultural values across different regions and phases. That will be needed to better understand how values shift across temporal and spatial scales. However, we are not looking for single measurements of ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers. By making participants think about such measurements, we rather stimulate discussion about the particularities of ecosystem services of temporary rivers. We agree with Tadaki and Sinner (2014) in their cautioning against an approach to river governance where values are considered universal to humans and largely independent of the context in which they are situated because this particular approach to politics might legitimize some stakeholders’ ways of knowing and certain developmental trajectories more than others.

5. Insights for research and management of temporary rivers

The general argument that temporary rivers are undervalued by society, from our point of view, might have to be reexamined under new light. We have shown that temporary rivers provide a wide range of ecosystem services that are valued differently depending on the water regime, flowing and non-flowing phases and season, but also on the stakeholder group, geographical origin, and socio-cultural context. Gibbs (2010) argues that this undervaluation of temporary rivers is primarily a function of a particular Eurocentric thinking where climatically temperate nature is normalized and nature under non-temperate climate is diagnosed as unnatural. Several consequences are derived by this limited view. For example, the Water Framework Directive in Europe was originally oriented to perennial rivers (Datry et al. 2014; Prat et al. 2014) and has been implemented with delay in EU Mediterranean countries. This is because, for temporary rivers, new tools and methods for hydrological and ecological status evaluation were needed (Nikolaidis et al. 2013). Other arguments about the undervaluation of temporary rivers can be found in our results. They show that the provisioning services, which are usually those of interest by the most influential stakeholders, are not at the top of the list of ecosystem services arranged by level of importance, while the most important are cultural and regulating ecosystem services, more commonly associated with non-market values.

The next steps for research on ecosystem services provided by temporary rivers should be more comprehensive by incorporating a wider number of hydrological phases and their spatial and temporal distribution for ecosystem service provision. The effect of such distribution on social perception is also recommended to be analyzed. From our results, it is clear that considering only two ‘end-member’ phases (dry and wet phases) is not enough for understanding the complexity of ecosystem services provision or perception. There are many other phases (e.g. disconnected pools, connected pools, flood flows) that certainly play a role on biodiversity in temporary rivers (Spencer et al. 1999) and may be relevant for both provision and perception of ecosystem services. Some ecosystem services, such as those related to vegetation and pollination or aesthetic services might be enhanced in hydrologically intermediate phases such as the pool phase where plant growth is possible but not limited by water availability. If we do not include these phases, we are missing important elements of the perception.
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